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U9 and U11 - Saturday, 1810512013 (from 9.00 a.m.)
U10 and U12 - Sunday, 19/05 1201 3 (from 9.00 a.m.)

USV Gabersdorf arranges 2013 again an lnternational Youth Soccer Tournament for
U9' Uí0, U11 and U12 teams on half_field (6+1)!

We are always celebrating Fairplay and hospitality at our nation connecting event
and have already a lot of experience!

ln the last years such great teams like FC Bayern Munich, FC Schalke 04 Juniorteam
Aalen (BRD), PSV/FC Eindhoven, FC Nuenen (NED), CFG Fiorentina (lTA), SK
Rapid Vienna, SK Sturm, SV Ried (AUT), FC Slovacko (CZK), FA Nitra (SVK), NK
Zagreb, Fotex, Varteks Yarazdin (CRO), NK Maribor, Olympia Ljubliana (SLO),
Szombathely (HUN) or Teams from Albania took part. For 2013 we were able to get
the strong ltalian teams of CFC Fiorentian for taking part in our tournament.
Furthermore we are in contact with other big teams in and around Austria. Use the
opportunlty to challenge with these teams but be fast as there are already many
teams that are interested!

Gabersdorf lies near Leibnitz in Southern Styria, in a province called Styria
(Steiermark) and the famous Austrian wine area is directly behind us - so maybe you
can combine your stay there with our tournament - You can find more information in
the internet under www.svgabersdorf.at!

lf you are interested in our tournament or if you have other questions, please feel free
to contact us under office(Ösvoabersdorf.at. Just send your announcement to USV
Sabersdorf. Fax: +43 (0)34521824204 or via e-Mail.
ast announcement: 31 103120121
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